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YELLOWJACKETS  •  ALEX CUBA  •  THE BROS. LANDRETH  •  KALANI PE'A  •  JOSHUA RADIN  •  VOICES UNVEILED  •  JOSE JAMES: ON AND ON  •  ANDY SUMMERS OF THE POLICE  •  MADDIE POPPE  •  JAKE SHIMABUKURO  •  DAVID KOECHNER  •  J2B2 (JOHN JORGENSEN BLUEGRASS BAND)  •  HALEY REINHART  •  KOO KOO KANGA ROO  •  SEATTLE INTERNATIONAL COMEDY COMPETITION  •  THE MIDTOWN MEN (STARS FROM THE ORIGINAL BROADWAY CAST OF JERSEY BOYS)  •  NITE WAVE  •  PORTLAND CELLO PROJECT FEAT. SAEEDA WRIGHT  •  MARTIN SEXTON  •  BROADWAY'S NEXT HIT MUSICAL  •  KEOLA BEAMER & HENRY KAPONO  •  NATURALLY 7  •  THE SOUND OF (BLACK) MUSIC VITAMIN STRING QUARTET PLAYING THE MUSIC OF BRIDGERTON  •  LAUREL CANYON LEGACY  •  CITIZEN HURRICANE  •  KPC COMMUNITY SHOW: PETER AND THE STARCATCHER  •  TIFFANY WITH JENNIFER PAIGE  •  GEOFFREY CASTLE'S ANNUAL ST. PATRICK'S DAY CELEBRATION  •  KEVIN NEALON  •  PETER CINCOTTI  •  BOOKER T. JONES  •  LUCIANA SOUZA AND TRIO CORRENTE  •  AL STEWART  •  WILLIAM FLORIAN  •  BALKAN PARADISE ORCHESTRA  •  AND MORE...
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Welcome, friends.

We're thrilled to have you here as we celebrate a significant moment in KPC's history – our 25th anniversary as Kirkland's cultural and artistic hub.

Though the past few years brought unprecedented challenges to our doorstep, KPC persevered, and in many ways, became stronger. And now, after a four-year hiatus from in-person galas, it's heartwarming to see our supportive community back together.

This year is a game-changer for us. We're hosting twice as many touring shows than any previous year, showcasing our most diverse programming to date, and our community rental program is already fully booked.

This year brings another exciting chapter to our story with the grand opening of KPC Studios, a state-of-the-art educational facility that offers a diverse range of classes and recording opportunities for our community. We're genuinely excited about the possibilities this space holds to bridge the gaps in public education and ignite the creative potential of students, regardless of age.

The future looks bright, and we owe it all to you. Your unwavering support for our community and performing arts on the Eastside is truly inspiring.

We can't thank you enough for being here tonight.

Rock on,

Jeff Lockhart
TONIGHT’S ON-STAGE GUESTS

NITE WAVE
We are thrilled to welcome Nite Wave as this year’s entertainment! Nite Wave is a band passionate about 80’s New Wave and putting on a night you’ll never forget. Tonight you’ll enjoy everything from Prince to Depeche Mode to Duran Duran to INXS and more!

IAN LINDSAY (AUCTIONEER)
Ian is a fundraising host, actor, and writer. He has been honored to assist a wide range of non-profit organizations around the Pacific Northwest, and beyond. Ian now resides in Portland with his spouse and two young children. He has produced and hosted over 100 virtual fundraisers from his home studio during COVID and is excited to again join groups gathering in rooms.

MONIQUE MING LAVEN (EMCEE)
Monique joins us as our Emcee. Monique co-anchors KIRO 7 News at 5 p.m., 6 p.m., 7 p.m. and 11 p.m., Monday through Friday. An Emmy®, Edward R. Murrow® and a National Headliner Award winner, Monique has been on the desk for some of Western Washington’s biggest news stories. She continues to be recognized for her excellence in reporting and also for her dedicated commitment to our local community.
THIS EVENING’S PROGRAM

6 PM
Doors Open
Check-In
Reception
Raffle Sales

7 PM
Nite Wave
Welcome
Champion of the Arts Award
Dinner
Live Auction
Raise the Paddle
Dessert Dash!

9 PM
After Party with
Nite Wave
SPECIAL THANKS TO:

ACTIVITIES

RAFFLE

This year you’ll have the chance to win a $500 Fire & Vine Restaurants gift card. The lucky winner can choose their favorite location; El Gaucho, Aerlume, Aqua, or Walla Walla Steak Co. Each chance is available for $25 each.

SILENT AUCTION

Wine, experiences, and more! During our reception be sure to check out some amazing silent auction packages available only to our in-person guests. These items will close prior to the start of the Live Program.

DESSERT DASH!

Tonight you and your table will have the opportunity to bid for your dessert. Table hosts, table captains, and guests have donated locally renowned desserts and creative homemade treats just for our special event, but exactly which dessert you get will be up to you and your tablemates. It all depends on how high your table bids (and how fast you dash)! Look for your sign-up bid sheet at your dining table in the ballroom.
SPECIAL THANKS TO:
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Drum Roll Wine

DW Music Foundation
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Greater Kirkland Chamber of Commerce
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LIVE AUCTION
Check one, two, check, check. Get that mic tuned up because you’ll be performing one song on stage alongside Nite Wave at their upcoming show at KPC on December 16, 2023.

Nite Wave is a band passionate about 80’s New Wave. Hand-picked by Billy Idol to open for him on tour, the band has also shared the stage with Jane Wiedlin of The Go-Go’s, Clive Farrington of When in Rome, and Multi-Platinum selling artist Tiffany. Nite Wave pays homage to the artists who designed a decade, while bringing a certain energy to their shows that is unique and infectious.

Restrictions: Song must be a song already being performed on setlist. Nite Wave to discuss with winner in advance. For December 16, 2023 performance only.

Value: In the Spotlight

Thank you: Nite Wave
You won’t think you’re alone now – not with this totally rad 80’s package for you and your three guests. You’ll have prime seats to dance and sing along with legendary pop star Tiffany when she appears with Jennifer Paige at KPC on March 15, 2024.

Tiffany earned two U.S. number one hit singles with “I Think We’re Alone Now” and “Could’ve Been.” Now she’s ready to bare her soul and invite listeners to walk with her into the light via her eleventh studio album, Shadows. Tiffany has sold more than fifteen million albums to date.

Your tubular package also includes:

- Accommodations at The Heathman Hotel (two rooms) + parking
- $100 dining credit at Hearth
- Prom night two-hour photography session on location with Pinehurst Photography. Pinehurst Photography is one of Seattle’s top lifestyle photographers according to Expertise.com and an award-winning concert photographer. Includes a personalized online album of twenty re-touched hi-res photos, full copyright release and album download.

Restrictions: Good for Tiffany with Jennifer Page on March 15, 2024, at 7:00 pm at KPC only. Pinehurst Photography generally books three months in advance. Photography session must be booked within two years. Time to be agreed upon by winner and Pinehurst Photography. Photographer will travel up to sixty miles outside of Kirkland. Not to be used for events including parties, weddings, or engagements. Can be used for concert photography.

Value: $2,445

Thank you: The Heathman Hotel, Hearth, Kirkland Performance Center, Pinehurst Photography
EL GAUCHO DINNER WITH KPC EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR JEFF LOCKHART FOR 6

There will be no shortage of amazing food and entertaining conversation with this one! You and your five guests will join KPC Executive Director Jeff Lockhart, along with his lovely wife Andrea, for a memorable dinner at El Gaucho Bellevue, the Eastside’s iconic destination steakhouse.

Jeff will regale your group with stories from his time on the stage, behind the stage, and all points in between. Feel free to ask him about The Beatles, his musical influences, and his extensive vinyl collection. He’ll share stories of folks he’s met along his musical journey, including Don Felder of The Eagles, Indigo Girls, Mavis Staples, and Macy Gray, to name but a few. And of course, all things KPC!

Restrictions: Dinner to be scheduled for mutually agreeable date and time.

Value: Priceless

Thank you: Fire & Vine Hospitality, Jeff and Andrea Lockhart
4 5-NIGHT GETAWAY TO SUN PEAKS, BRITISH COLUMBIA

For five nights, you will have free reign of a three bedroom townhome in the mountain resort town of Sun Peaks, British Columbia - truly a dream destination that’s great for golfing and hiking. Includes hot tub, internet access, foosball, barbecue, and private garage. Just a short walk to town and activities.

Restrictions: Mutually agreeable dates. Only available during the months of May - October. Major holidays excluded and no pets. Expires October 31, 2024.

Value: $1,500

Thank you: David and Leslie Feller
THEATRE AND ARTS LOVERS PACKAGE FOR 2

Theatre lovers unite! To celebrate the 25th anniversary of KPC and the joy that live performance brings to us all, this entertaining and diverse live experience package has been curated just for you.

Your Package Includes:

• VIP Nate Bargatze at The Paramount Club Seats with Lounge Access on October 15, 2023 for 2
• Seattle Art Museum One Year Family Membership and Benefits
• Choice of 2023-2024 Performance at Seattle Shakespeare Company for 2
• White Christmas (or Choice Performance) at The Fifth Avenue Theatre for 2

Restrictions: Paramount Theatre to see Nate Bargatze is for Sunday, October 15, 2023, 5:00 pm show only. Make reservations eight days in advance. SAM package is good for two adults and all children 19 and under in the same household, invitations to members-only exhibition previews, programs, lectures and events. Discounts to SAM Shop and MARKET Seattle restaurant and family programming. SAM expires September 16, 2024. Seattle Shakespeare Company performances choose from: The Merry Wives of Windsor (October 25 to November 12, 2023); The Comedy of Errors (January 10 to January 28, 2024); The Bed Trick (March 20 to April 7, 2024); or Romeo and Juliet (April 24 to May 12, 2024) Seattle Shakespeare Company tickets are not available for Opening Night or during the final weekend of the run. Fifth Avenue Theatre tickets are for November 25, 2023, 7:30 pm performance or choose any other performance through November 30, 2023. Tickets must be redeemed at least forty-eight hours prior to performance.

Value: $722

Thank you: The Fifth Avenue Theatre, Seattle Art Museum, Seattle Shakespeare Company, Seattle Theatre Group
7-DAY HOLLAND AMERICA LINE CRUISE TO A CHOICE DESTINATION FOR 2

Pack your bags and choose your destination – will you cruise to The Caribbean, Mexico, Canada, New England, or Alaska? Your journey aboard one of the five-star ships of Holland America Line will include extraordinary dining, spacious staterooms, elegant surroundings and days filled with new discoveries and gracious pampering by an award-winning crew.

Relax in the renowned Greenhouse Spa and Salon, enjoy cooking demonstrations and wine tasting in the Culinary Arts Center, or simply relax and enjoy spectacular scenery from the beautiful wraparound teak deck.

Bon Voyage!

Restrictions: The Cruise Certificate is valid for a Holland America Line cruise for two people sharing one stateroom. Choice of sailing dates will be accommodated on a space-available basis and will be confirmed at time of request. The Cruise Certificate may be used for the sailing and number of nights indicated. The certificate may not be used for Alaska CruiseTours, World Cruises, Holiday Cruises (Christmas and New Year’s) or Grand Voyages. The stateroom category will be a minimum ocean view stateroom selected by Holland America Line. If space is available, stateroom upgrades are available at an additional cost. Third and fourth persons are permitted in the same stateroom and will be charged the per person tariff per applicable brochure. Guests under 21 years of age must be accompanied by a parent, guardian or chaperone who is at least twenty-one years old. All cruise certificates are strictly for cruise only. Costs of transportation to and from the port of embarkation, hotels, taxes, fuel supplement and surcharges as applicable, transfers, shore excursions, personal expenses on board (e.g., laundry, certain beverages, phone calls, etc.) and hotel service charges are not included. Additional terms may apply.

Value: $4,000

Thank you: Holland America Line
Lights! Camera! Action! This is your big moment on stage – a walk on role during KPC’s production of Peter and the Starcatcher. Your choice of one performance during the run (either March 1 to 3 or March 8 to 10, 2023). Package also includes three extra tickets to your performance, so go ahead and bring your entourage!

Tony-Award winning Peter and the Starcatcher upends the century-old story of how a miserable orphan comes to be The Boy Who Would Not Grow Up (aka Peter Pan). From marauding pirates to unwilling comrades, the play playfully explores the depths of greed and despair – and the bonds of friendship, love and duty.

Restrictions: Certificate is good for only one performance at Kirkland Performance Center. Not redeemable for cash; no exchanges. Certificate for tickets must be redeemed at least twenty-four hours prior to performance start time. Redeem as soon as possible for best available seats. Tickets not claimed before the day of performance are subject to availability.

Value: Dreams of Stardom

Thank you: Kirkland Performance Center
Release the Kraken! The Seattle Kraken took the hockey world by storm after making the Stanley Cup playoffs in their sophomore season. This team is off and running! Year 3 is just around the corner, and you’ll get to experience the action firsthand with this amazing Kraken package.

Your Kraken experience includes:

• 2 lower-level seats
• Signed Kraken jersey

Restrictions: Game must be scheduled for mutually agreeable date.

Value: Let’s Get Kraken

Thank you: Seattle Kraken
LUXURY MEXICO VACATION FOR 2

Enjoy the unique and breathtakingly beautiful views at Los Cabos Raintree – Club Regina, a spectacular, contemporary hacienda-style all-inclusive resort. You and your guest will unwind in a romantic setting with distinctive dining and luxurious accommodations.

Los Cabos Raintree – Club Regina rises above the shoreline where the Sea of Cortez meets the Pacific Ocean. Every unit faces the ocean and from many units you can enjoy colorful sunsets and sunrises from your terrace. From November through March, it is unusual not to see whales playing in front of the resort. The resort is a mecca for those seeking the best under the Baja sun – from championship golf courses to some of the best sports fishing in the world.

Your Mexico experience includes:
• 5-night all-inclusive stay
• Studio king (or 2 doubles upon request)
• Concierge booking service
• No blackout dates

Restrictions: Reservations subject to availability. The package sold is for a standard room for up to two guests. Airfare not included. Resort fees and room taxes are the responsibility of the redeemer. No blackout dates, additional fees may be applied to select holiday weeks. Holiday fees may start around $299 and will vary depending on the resort and the time of travel. Fees for Concierge & Booking services are included. Room upgrades available at the time of booking and based on availability. Package must be used within one stay. Packages cannot be combined. There are no refunds for nights that go unused/redeemed. Travel offer expires September 16, 2025. Fees will apply if the package is extended beyond twenty-four months. All sales are final.

Value: $3,810

Thank you: Friends of KPC
HOLLYWOOD NIGHTS + VISIT WITH MATEO MESSINA FOR 2

You’re going to Hollywood, baby! You and your lucky guest will enjoy a two-night stay at the iconic Loews Hollywood Hotel plus a chef prepared dinner. Then on a separate day, meet GRAMMY Award winning composer Mateo Messina. Mateo will share with you how he preps his next score for some of Hollywood’s upcoming films and shows for Netflix, Universal, CBS, and more!

Your Tinseltown experience includes:

• 2 Night stay at the Loews Hollywood Hotel
• Chef’s 4-course Dinner with wine pairings for 2 at Rossoblu
• Amaro Tasting
• Visit with Composer Mateo Messina

Mateo writes music for film, television, and the symphony. His signature sound can be found on many of today’s Oscar winning movies and independent film hits alike. The beauty of unfamiliar sounds becoming musical is one of Mateo’s unique and sought after talents.

Rossoblu, the most highly anticipated restaurant to open in Los Angeles in 2017, was honored with the MICHELIN 2019 Bib Gourmand award. In his final listing of Los Angeles’ 101 best restaurants, Jonathan Gold named Rossoblu one of the city’s ten best restaurants. Rossoblu is a shining gem with a vibrant setting, outstanding cuisine, and a cool vibe – all the ingredients for an amazing night out.

Restrictions: This experience must be booked by September 16, 2024. The actual travel date must occur by September 16, 2025. Reservations are subject to availability, blackout dates, and major holidays. Reservations must be booked sixty days in advance of travel. Purchases are non-refundable. Certificates cannot be resold or replaced if lost, stolen, or destroyed. Air travel and ground transportation is the responsibility of the winner.

Value: Priceless

Thank you: Mateo Messina
RAISE THE PADDLE

During our Raise the Paddle, listen for the auctioneer to call out our giving levels. Raise your bid card at one of the following levels:

- $5,000
- $2,500
- $1,000
- $500
- $250
- $100
DATE NIGHTS FOR A YEAR

All you need to do is choose your companion and your outfits, because we’ve planned the rest! With an assortment of entertaining activities, including an overnight staycation in Woodinville and dining choices from upscale to casual, your calendar will be booked. But be sure to find time to throw a VIP wine tasting party for you and seven guests. Bring on the memory making!

Your date night package includes:

- $300 gift card to Schwartz Brothers Restaurants (Daniel’s Broiler, Prime Steak and Chops, and more!)
- $300 gift card to Seastar Restaurant & Raw Bar
- $200 gift card to Café Veloce
- $50 gift card to Acropolis Pizza & Pasta - Kirkland
- Overnight stay at Willows Lodge for 2
- VIP Wine Tasting Experience with Cheeses and chocolate pairings at StoryCellars Winery for 8
- $150 Gift Card to either Feast or Bottle & Bull restaurants

Restrictions: Willows Lodge stay subject to availability. StoryCellars Winery wine tasting must be scheduled for mutually agreeable date. StoryCellars also includes two bottles of wine, boutique chocolate and a StoryCellars wine key.

Value: $1,710

Thank you: Acropolis Pizza & Pasta – Kirkland, Café Veloce, Feast/Bottle & Bull, Schwartz Brothers Restaurants, Seastar Restaurant & Raw Bar, StoryCellars Winery, Willows Lodge
13 **ROUNDS OF GOLF AND LESSONS FOR IMPROVING YOUR GOLF GAME**

Time to tee it up! This is the golf-lovers package. Play on some of the best courses in the area, plus improve your game with private lessons.

Your golf package includes:

- The Golf Club at Redmond Ridge + Carts for 4
- Lesson with PGA Pro Peter Birkner at Pacific Northwest Golf Centers for 2
- Round of Golf at Inglewood Golf Club for 2

**Restrictions:** Golf and lessons must be arranged for mutually agreeable date and time. Golf lessons includes two forty-five minute lessons with golf pro Peter Birkner. Lessons can be taken individually or as a duo and will take place at Pacific Northwest Golf Centers in Redmond.

**Value:** $1,000

**Thank you:** Peter Birkner, The Golf Club at Redmond Ridge, Inglewood Golf Club, Pacific Northwest Golf Centers, Mark and Sue C Shinstrom
It’s time to make that dream come true and go from closet karaoke to recording artist. With this talented team of KPC music masters, you can do just that!

Record and release your music single at the brand new KPC Studios with industry pro producers, engineers, and session musicians Aaron Sternke and Matt Woll. Aaron and Matt will take you and your original song from pre-production, tracking, mixing, mastering, and release on all audio platforms.

You also receive a one-hour face-to-face writing session with KPC's resident songwriting pro and GRAMMY nominated educator, Ailisa Newhall, to develop your single.

Restrictions: Must be scheduled for mutually agreeable date. Recording session can last up to ten hours and must be completed in one session.

Value: Priceless

Thank you: Ailisa Newhall, Aaron Sternke, KPC Studios, Matt Woll
VIP 5-HOUR WINE TOUR FROM BUTLER VALET FOR 8

With more than 900 wineries, Washington is the second largest wine producer in the country, and Woodinville is home to more than 110 wineries producing more 90+ rated vintages than any wine region in the world. That's right, the world.

You and your seven guests will visit your choice of up to three of those wineries in Woodinville, with the transportation courtesy of the well-informed team at Butler Valet.

Your Butler Wine Tour consists of:

• Up to 5 hours of door-to-door transportation; drop off and pick up points can be different
• Tasting fees for up to 3 tasting room stops
• All itinerary planning and reservations
• Luxury comfort in one of our Mercedes Sprinters
• Wine knowledgeable driver and guide
• Bottled water is always on board

Restrictions: Tour gratuity ($300) is not included and is the responsibility of the winning bidder.

Value: $2,500

Thank you: Butler Valet
PRIVATE CONCERT IN YOUR HOME
WITH ZAN FISKUM

From The Voice to your home! The Voice Top 9 finalist Zan Fiskum will be performing a private acoustic 90-minute concert in your home. Grab your friends, fill the fridge, clear the dance floor and get ready for the party of the year!

Zan’s first performance on The Voice resulted in high praise from all the judges. Three of the four judges turned their chair after she sang “Light on” by Maggie Rogers. Zan ultimately chose John Legend’s team. She was eliminated after reaching the Top 9.

The success of her debut album, Sleeping Problems, opened the doors for Zan to share the stage with Dave Matthews, Portugal The Man, and Shaina Shepherd for the SMASH benefit concert at The Moore Theater, as well as receive the Black Fret 2022 artist grant alongside Paris Alexa, True Loves, and Sassy Black. Among these wonderful accomplishments she has also gone on to perform at Chateau Ste. Michelle as a featured artist with John Legend on his Bigger Love tour.

Restrictions: Must be scheduled for mutually agreeable date.

Value: $1,000

Thank you: Zan Fiskum
The sky is the limit! Enjoy two coach roundtrip tickets systemwide on Alaska Airlines with no blackout dates. Miami, New York, Anchorage, Mexico, Hawaii, Costa Rica, and even Belize are just a few of the 100-plus destinations that Alaska Airlines flies daily. Enjoy Alaska Airlines world class service which has earned them recognition as “Highest in Customer Satisfaction Among Network Carriers in North America.” And with their Airport-of-the-Future design, you can get from curbside to planeside in record time, leaving more time for vacation!

Restrictions: There are no blackout dates with these unrestricted coach tickets for two. Valid for flights 1-1999, 2000-2999 served by Alaska Airlines and 3450-3499 served by SkyWest. See tickets for restrictions on flight numbers. First Class paid upgrades are allowed. Mileage Plan miles cannot be earned or credited. Standard baggage fees apply. Individual travel taxes may apply. Please allow two weeks for reservations. See certificates for all restrictions. Expires September 16, 2024.

Value: $2,500

Thank you: Alaska Airlines
1. Bidders will be given a bid number to use during the auction.

2. A signature or an oral bid constitutes a legal contract to purchase the item.

3. Illegible signatures or bid numbers on silent auction sheets will not be honored. Next highest bid will be declared the winner.

4. Minimum bid increments are specified on the silent auction bid sheets. If a bid does not meet the minimum increment, it will be disregarded.

5. During the live auction, bidders must hold up their bidding number to signify their bids. The auctioneer will determine the highest acceptable bid.

6. Successful bidders for the live auction must sign a receipt. At that time they should verify that the bid number, the amount bid, and the item are correct.

7. Successful bidders may make payment at the cashier following the live auction. Payment must be made in full and can be paid by cash, check, Visa, MasterCard, or American Express.

8. Certificates for redeemable items or merchandise will be given the successful bidder at the time of payment. Certificate will indicate who to contact for redemption.

9. All sales are final. There are no exchanges or refunds on items except when specified.

10. All auction items must be removed this evening.

11. Values set for some items being auctioned are estimates only and are not warranted by the Kirkland Performance Center for tax purposes or for general value.

12. Reservations for all trips, parties, dinners and like items must be mutually arranged with the donor unless otherwise specified.

13. Restaurant certificates do not include liquor, tax, or gratuities unless otherwise specified.

14. All gift certificates for goods or services will expire one year from auction date, unless otherwise specified.

Warranties & Representation

Kirkland Performance Center has attempted to catalog and to describe the items correctly, but all items are sold “as is.” Kirkland Performance Center neither warrants nor represents, and in no case shall be responsible for the correctness of description, genuineness, authorship, or condition of the property. No statement contained in the catalog or made orally shall be deemed to be such a warranty, representation, or assumption of liability for tax purposes or for general value. Kirkland Performance Center reserves the right to withdraw any item for sale prior to the call for bids.
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